April Fools’ Day Survival Pack

Can you survive April Fools’ Day? With people playing pranks left, right and centre you might feel a little scared... and you’re right to be! Here are our top tips for survival:

Rules for savvy survivors

1. Always look over your shoulder. You never know what might be lurking behind you, or what someone might have put on your back...
2. Watch out for people hanging around in your room. There could be a smelly sister stink bomb waiting for you when you get home from school!
3. People might lie to you about silly things to prank you into believing them. Use this. When mum or dad says you need to tidy your room, laugh and say, “What a great April Fools’ joke!”
4. Look for blabbermouths. If someone else is planning a prank on you, they might just give the game away.
But the best way to survive? **PRANK THEM FIRST!** So to help you out, we’ve put together this vital survival pack with all you need to make the day a fun one (*for you!*)

**Survival Pack Contents**

1 x Cut-out spider

1 x Paper aeroplane instructions

1 x Stick-on bathroom sign

1 x Chocolate poo recipe
Creepy Crawly Cut-out Spider

Cut out and colour in this scary spider. Leave it on tables, doors and even people’s shoulders to really give them a scare!
Paper Aeroplane Template

Cut out this template and fold along the dotted lines. Send messages with it or just really annoy your friends!
Stick-on Bathroom Sign

Cut out and colour in this ‘skirt’ to match the colour of the male/female signs on toilets. Put the skirt on the male sign as shown below. Men will be very confused, wondering where their toilet has gone!
Chocolate Poo

Follow this recipe to make your very own edible chocolate poo! Leave it on the floor to prank your teacher, or really make your friends feel sick when they see you eating it! Make sure to get a grown-up to help you.

Ingredients

4 x Mars bars, cut into pieces  
4 tablespoons of golden syrup  
6 x Digestive biscuits, crushed  
100g chocolate covered raisins

Method

Melt the chocolate and syrup in a bowl in the microwave, or over a pan of boiling water. Careful because the bowl will be hot!

Stir in the digestives and chocolate raisins. Leave the mixture to cool to room temperature.

Now the messy part! Shape it into poo shapes with your hands.

Don’t be surprised if this chocolate gooey mess is quickly eaten before it can possibly fool anyone!